UNMATCHED GOLF TECHNIQUE

Please note: The price of this book
probably will increase soon. The
UNMATCHED GOLF TECHNIQUE
SPECIAL REPORT introduces one of the
more than 100 innovative techniques I have
designed, developed and perfected to hit a
golf
ball
perfectly
straight.
he
UNMATCHED GOLF TECHNIQUE
SPECIAL REPORT instructs you how toT
lock-in a straight ball flight alignment
during your setup routine as well as the
steps thereafter to hit a perfectly straight
golf shot. Although a straight ball flight
alignment may be established at the
completion of the pre-shot routine, if such
alignment is not locked-in the wrists,
clubface and elbows will rotate to a
different ball flight alignment during the
remainder of the setup proceedings and the
golf swing. It only takes a fraction of a
degree of wrist and elbow rotation to
re-route the clubface and its swing path
from a straight ball flight alignment to a
different ball flight alignment during the
remainder of the setup proceedings and the
golf swing unless such alignment is
locked-in. The UNMATCHED GOLF
TECHNQUE SPECIAL REPORT locks-in
a straight ball flight alignment. Once a
straight ball flight alignment is established
and locked-in, the wrists and elbows will
not rotate the clubface and its swing path
out of its pre-swing alignment during the
golf swing even if the club is swung to the
inside or outside of the its established
swing path. A straight ball flight alignment
is locked-in by locking the lifeline pocket
of the right hand squarely and securely on
the left thumb a specific number of times in
a precise manner during the pre-swing
proceedings. What has taken me more than
ten years and thousands of experiments to
determine in what manner and how many
times the lifeline pocket of the right hand
must be locked (or relocked) on the left
thumb to lock-in a straight ball flight
alignment will only take you a few minutes
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to learn as a result of the instructions in this
book. I refer to the connection between the
lifeline pocket of the right hand and the left
thumb as the lifeline/thumb connection. I
refer to the lifeline pocket of the right hand
simply as the lifeline. While golfers for
generations have locked and unlocked their
lifeline/thumb connections routinely and
habitually, theyhave not yet understood the
impact it has in relation to the golf swing.
In this Special Report you will be able to
learn how locking, unlocking and relocking
your lifeline/thumb connection will
determine whether you hit a golf ball
straight in the direction of your target or
mishit it to the left or right of your
target.ABOUT THE AUTHOR Gordon
Jackson has written more extensively about
golf instruction than any one in the history
of the sport. He has produced more than 50
instructional DVDs, written more than 30
Special Reports and published twelve
books on his Locked-In Golf techniques.
His books include:*HOW TO HIT A
GOLF
BALL
AS
STRAIGHT-AS-AN-ARROW*HOW TO
LOCK-IN
A
PERFECT
GOLF
SWING*HOW GOLF WORKS*TOO
SIMPLE
TO
BE
GOLF*THE
LOCKED-IN GOLF METHOD*HIT IT
DEAD
STRAIGHT*INSTANT
GOLF*STRAIGHT
SHOOTING
GOLF*HOW TO HIT A POWER
DRAW*HOW TO HIT A PERFECT
FADE*HOW TO LOCK-IN A PERFECT
GRIP*THE LOCKED-IN GOLF SWING
After many years of extensive research and
thousands of experiments, he was the first
to discover the fundamental flaw of golf
which he characterizes as the Vardon
Curse. The Vardon Curse simply means
the instant a conventional style of grip is
formed on a golf club, the wrists will rotate
the clubface to an effective open alignment
and to an out-to-in swing path, creating a
slice ball flight alignment. Since such
discovery, he has designed, developed and
perfected more than 100 techniques to
convert the inherent slice ball flight
alignment to a straight ball flight alignment
to produce a golf shot as straight-as-an-an
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